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POLICE REPORT: Right to Represent

COMPLAINT: 
18 USC § 241   – CONSPIRACY AGAINST RIGHTS  , 
18 USC § 242   – DEPRIVATION OF RIGHTS UNDER COLOR OF LAW  , 
42 USC § 1985   – CONSPIRACY TO INTERFERE WITH CIVIL RIGHTS  , 
42 USC § 1986   – ACTION FOR NEGLECT TO PREVENT  

EVENT DATE: 8/18/2011

EVENT LOCATION: Seattle, WA and Portland, ME

EVIDENCE: email & phone records

BLOG:  keepingsweetinseattle.wordpress.com  

AUTHOR: Saskia Valentine  

SUMMARY

This event demonstrates that my support for immigration reform and my objections to white 
collar workers being displaced by out-sourcing and in-sourcing, does not translate in to hostile actions 
such as violating a Right-to-Represent agreements with recruiters having foreign names/accents or with 
men in favor of women. 1. Right to Represent entrapment. A Canadian recruiting manager directs an 
East Indian recruiter and a blond recruiter in an attempt to entrap on bias. Days after posting a copy of 
their incriminating email on my blog, her LinkedIn profile shows her as a past employee. However, a 
woman with a New York accent posing as her files a restraining order for harassing phone calls when I 
contact Media Logic months later. 2. InfraGard Networking troll uncovered: A social networking 
troll that I groused to about H-1B visa's via a LinkedIn chat room shows up as the reply to on the email 
headers of six different recruiters soliciting me for employment including that of a woman involved in 
the entrapment scheme. 

Unconfirmed identities: unidentified New Yorker at Media Logic, Charleen Day of Canada, 
recruiting manager and Chris Shadha, recruiter, Kaitlin Johnson, recruiter at Summit Group Solutions, 
Beverly Freed, InfraGard member.

BACKGROUND

NIH researchers are retaliating against me and attempting to discredit me because because I’ve 
spoken out in support of immigration reform and have filed complaints with the Seattle Civil Rights 
Commission 2007 and with the Seattle/King County in 2009 reporting problems resulting from flawed 
policies based on politicized research. For more information see keepingsweetinseattle.wordpress.com.

NARRATIVE

1.1 Right to Represent:
August 31, 2010, Chris Shadha, an East Indian recruiter with Media Logic in Seattle was given the 
exclusive Right-to-Represent me for job No. ML08311002 with MeteorComm. Within  minutes, 
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Kaitlin Johnson, a blond recruiter from Summit Group Solutions called about the same contract. The 
unusual timing of the call raised red flags and so I followed up her call with a CYA email, to prevent 
my resume a duplicate submission of my resume to the employer and to protect myself from being sued 
for violating a Right to Represent agreement.

Another recruiter tells me that the MeteorComm job had been closed for a while. Why would 
MediaLogic recruiter contact me about a job that's closed with their sister company? My research into 
this obscure company finds that they are a high-tech government contractor that warns business who do 
not resolve race issues in the workplace with continuous litagation and a deteriorating public image. 
My case is evidence that they target citizens as well. Furthermore, Media Logic's leadership is uniquely 
qualified to carryout all of the harassment that I described including monitoring and containment of my 
electronic communications, GPS tracking, manipulation and hijinx, browser manipulation most likely 
with Automated Data Libraries (ADLs) [one there is a sister branch Media Logic ADL, Inc.].

1.2 Neuro Linguistic Programming:
Circa June 2011, I was fact checking emails for a blog post on the attempted Right-to-Represent 

entrapment when I noticed Charleen Day cc’d on Shadha’s email. A Google search on her produced 
search results for a  Canadian businesswoman and owner of Healthy Soul-utions who holds a degree in 
social work and Neuro-linquistic Programming, a controversial practice used in aversion therapy to 
cure homosexuality. It's portrayed as a method of torture in popular culture. 

Realizing that I'd seen this woman twice at my local coffee shop including observing an Asian 
Babies pretext, I became quite distressed at the possibility of NLP software being downloaded to my 
computer. She is memorable for her striking looks with her shock of white hair, red lipstick and 
trademark cream colored pant suites. (see Figures 1.2)

1.3 Restraining order entrapment:
In June of 2011, within days of posting online about the attempted Right-to-Represent 

entrapment, Charleen Day's LinkedIn profile showed her as a ‘past’ employee, so when in 8/5/2011 
when I called Media Logic to speak with Donald Sytsma I was surprised when a brusque New Yorker 
answered the phone identifying herself as Day. Then on 8/29/2011, I received a phone call from Seattle 
police attempting to serve a restraining order on me for telephone harassment for making calls to Day. 
Was my call forwarded to Media Logic in Albany? (see Figures 1.3)

2.0 InfraGard Networking Troll:
Beverly Freed trolls LinkedIn groups attempting to get people to grouse about H-1B visas, out 

sourcing or discuss how they would deal with sensitive issues such as what do do when an prospective 
employer wants to see copies of your work but you're bound by confidentiality agreements, etc. She 
even sets ups special topic groups to draw people in and encourage them to post their complaints 
publicly. 

Three months after emailing my complaint 2009 complaint to Seattle/King county about a 
management style that fosters racial conflict, I began receiving emails from recruiters soliciting me for 
jobs with Freed's name in the reply to section. This is not visible when viewing LinkedIn messages via 
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the LinkedIn portal, however, emails forwarded from LinkedIn to my Google account reveal the true 
sender. The ruse was discovered on Kaitlin Johnson's email in September 2011 (see Figures 2.0)

LESSONS LEARNED

LinkedIn is a powerful 

QUESTIONS

none

CONCLUSIONS

Charleen Day and Beverly Freed are part of a network of well-connected and politically 
motivated activists attempting to thwart immigration reform. This group is using covert methods 
because they wish to hide from the American public the degree of their involvement in these efforts. 

People profiled by these groups are subjected to attempts to entrap them on bias to generate 
evidence of 'hostile intent' which is then used to legitimize covert workplace monitoring where they are 
stigmatized in the eyes of co-workers and subjected to continuous passive aggressive abuse by people 
eager to earn social justice status points and by those seeking to exact their own deep seeded racial 
hatreds.

This abuse is incentivized by the employer's health insurance program and employers acquiesce 
to the monitoring because the person is presented to them as a potential litigation threat as a result of 
harm done to the well-being of other employees. Because the abuse is covert there is no way for the 
targeted person to defend themselves. Their attempting to do so gets them blackballed. 

Although this insidious activity has likely been going on for decades, since 9/11, these it have 
been greatly facilitated by the Patriot Act and billions of dollars in government funding pouring into 
domestic surveillance with little oversight. The funds intended to protect American citizens are being 
exploited to undermine our ability to protect our borders, suppress free speech and subvert community 
networks on par with the most repressive intelligence and secret police agencies in the world.
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APPENDIX B: Figures & diagrams

Figure 1.2a. Neuro Linquistic Programming:

Figure 1.2b Neuro Linquistic Programming (NLP) in popular culture (src internet) is associated 
with aversion therapy used to cure homosexuality. 
NLP computer software:  
http://www.neuroinnovations.com/map_across_aversion.html
NLP cell phone apps:
http://www.neuroinnovations.com/mobile_access/
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APPENDIX B: Figures & diagrams

Figure 1.3. Restraining order entrapment: (source LinkedIn)

Figure 2.0
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APPENDIX C: Unconfirmed identifications

(src intrnet) (source linkedin)

Charleen Day
Recruiting Manager at Media Logic
MS Neuro-linguistic programming (associated 
with controversial aversion therapy) 
It appears that Day uses 'Charleen' for work in the 
US and 'Charlene' for work in Canada.
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/charleen-
day/25/365/130
http://www.healthysoul-utions.com/press/ 
CONNECTION TO ME: cc'd on email to me used 
in attempted entrapment
REPORTS NAMED IN: Right to Represent & 
Asian Babies
Beverly Freed, edu University of Pittsburgh
Technical Writer
http://www.cyberpursuits.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/beverly-
freed/3/b29/174 
CONNECTION TO ME: chatted via LinkedIn
CONNECTION TO OTHERS: 
REPORTS NAMED IN: Right to Represent

(source linkedin)

Kaitlin Johnson (Day's daughter?)
Junior Account Manager
Summit Group Solutions
620 Kirkland Way # 208
Kirkland, WA 98033-6021
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/kaitlin-johnson/1b/8ba/9a1 
REPORTS NAMED IN: Right to Represent

no photo Chris Shadha
Resource Specialist 
medialogic.com
REPORTS NAMED IN: Right to Represent
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